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Landing an interview is, of course, a step in the right direction toward getting a new job. But what you say and do in that interview can be the difference between receiving an offer and being rejected. Sure, you know obvious things to avoid- like appearing late or dressing too casually - but the following nine lines can easily ruin your chances of scoring performances. Read on to
learn the talking points to steer clear in your next job interview. I will leave my current job because my boss is terrible to work for. Even if a boss is pure evil, resist the urge to speak ill of her, your old company and your colleagues. It's a smaller world than you might think, says Lisa Quast, a certified executive coach, author of your career, Your Way! and the founder of Career
Woman Inc. The interviewer may have worked for the same company or been your boss's best friend. Besides, a negative attitude will not upset you with any employers. Even if you've worked for the worst boss worldwide, saying so in an interview makes you come across as a disgruntled employee, said Julie Lacouture, co-owner of Mom Corps Los Angeles, which helps
companies fill part-time and temporary jobs. Remember that you are talking to a potential boss, so it is best to respond positively. Explain how you navigate difficult business situations, and if you're asked about your boss, focus on how you work together successfully regardless of your differences. Lacouture suggests discussing a boss, for example, micro-managing you by saying
something like: We've got different working styles, but I always give her as much information as possible because I know she's more detail oriented. I want to be up front about my weaknesses. I'm not very good... Although you should never say that you are great at everything, admitting a flaw that is not required is a bad idea. Beth Sears, communications expert and president of
Workplace Communication, Inc., recalls a customer with a great resume and attitude. I couldn't understand why she didn't get a job offer, so I decided to play the role with her. After a brief introduction, she said: 'I don't want you to have any surprises—this is what I'm not good at.' Once the client kicked that routine, she landed a position at a large organization. If you're asked
directly about your error, there are smart ways to respond. Talk about a weakness that isn't central to the position you're looking for, and, more importantly, show how you've overcome that weakness, shows Cheryl Palmer, a certified career coach and founder of Call to Career. Avoid saying things like, Big Weaknesses my is that I work too hard, which will come across as honest.
How much time do I have on leave? It's no secret that corporate privilege is an exciting part of getting a new job. But by asking about them in an interview, you'll seem to focus on the wrong things. Paul Cameron, president and senior technology recruiter at DriveStaff, Inc., had two candidates asked in interview, When is lunch here, and how long do I get? Both had no jobs, he
reported. Especially in a first interview, keeping your intentions behind your question centered around 'What can I do for you?' not 'What can you do for me?' he said. Benefits should definitely be discussed, he noted, but not before the company said it wanted to make an offer. When giving your salary history, you can mention the amount you receive in bonuses, vacation periods,
401 (k) match contributions, tuition refunds and more. This will show that these things are important to you, and it will open the door to starting negotiations on these items, says Cameron. I love your glasses! You might think that praising your interviewer will create a connection, and maybe score you brownie points for your good taste. But there is a good line between praise and
flattery. You can get away with this if you've established a good relationship with the interviewer, Palmer said. On the other side, these claims can be considered fake or flirty. A safer conversation begins, says Palmer: Comment on an award or photo in that person's office. So what does your company do? It's one thing to ask specific questions about your potential mission at the
company; it's another question to ask broad questions that you may have found the answer to yourself. If you don't seem to know anything, employers may not think you're interested in working there, Palmer said. She urged job searchers to check the company's websites, press releases and news to find out what problems they are facing. Try to weave some of this data into your
answers early in the interview so that employers know you've done your homework. In addition, the basic information will be useful when you are asked any questions. And you should always have questions to ask, says Palmer–it shows that you have educated yourself about the company and are taking an active interest in learning more. She also recommends learning as much
as possible about your interviewer through professional websites like LinkedIn and ZoomInfo. This research pays off when you establish a relationship with the interviewer based on what you've read about them. So what should I say? If you've learned where the interviewer went to college, it's okay to mention that you share a connection with that school (if you really do). But avoid
asking about personal things you may have noticed on a site like Facebook. Or if you find that person's blog, mention something about a post that you find more useful than simply staying you see the blog, suggests Palmer. I couldn't find a job because of the bad economy. Everyone knows that the sluggish economy has made hunting difficult. However, blame your situation on the
market difficulties will make you seem passive. Instead, the focus is on the positives, suggests Kate Alderfer, who works in human rights for a consulting firm in Pennsylvania. You always want to keep a positive attitude and avoid She said. Try something like: I've focused my career search for jobs related to my expertise in X, Y and Z. It's challenging, but exciting, to explore
potential opportunities. When asked what you've done since your last job, be clear that finding the perfect location has been at the fore of your efforts. Alderfer recommends saying something like: I've been actively interviewing for my next career progression; there were many options, but I was looking for a long-term role with development opportunities. As she points out, this kind
of reaction udes to you not simply sitting around - you've focused on your career and there have been other opportunities to show up, but intend to look for the best match. I don't have a salary range in mind- I'm flexible. By providing this, you may be trying to show how eager and easy it is to please you. Some candidates say this to get job offers or leave the door open for
negotiations, said Lacouture. But employers may find you don't know your industry. Even worse, she can see it as an opportunity to give you the lowest offer possible. Instead, do advance research on what similar work pays for, and give an appropriate range. Revealing what you are currently doing will also give you a jump-off point for negotiations. I want to work here because I
need a job. If you're trying to come across as-the-point, you won't reach it with this kind of statement. You must show interest in your employer or employer who will not show interest in you,Bruce Hurwitz, president and CEO of Hurwitz Strategic Staffing, Ltd. By saying something like this, it looks like you are just in it to receive wages. Your goal should be to let employers know that
you want to be part of their particular company, and that you have invested time and effort in learning about the organization. I'm planning to start a family soon. While it is instinct to be honest about your personal life, revealing too much can hurt you. It's never a great idea to share whether you want kids in the future, says Quast. Some unscrupical hiring managers may believe that
wanting to have children or even get married – will cause disruption in your work schedule or your ability to complete tasks on time. Instead, Quast recommends focusing on your commitment to the job and your discipline in completing the task. Give specific examples of projects you've led and contributions you've made to successes in your current or previous role. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users provide their email address. You can find more news about this content and similar content at piano.io We may earn commissions from links on this page, but we only recommend products we love. Promise. These are questions you should be prepared to answer. November 15, 2012 1 of 6 Do your
homework on what a proper salary range for work Glassdoor.com). Then give some slightly higher than that range to give yourself room for negotiation. 2 of 6 What did you do at your last job? This sucks, but employers are asking for it more, so be prepared. You may say that your company asks you not to disclose that information when you are hired or provided with scope. They
may be able to check, so be honest. That said, your current salary should not dictate your future. 3/6 What are your strengths and weaknesses? Don't pull power like your weakness card. They won't love it. Instead, talk about something that is really a weakness and how you are trying to fix it. Try something like, I used to get worried about calling up clients, but then I realized that
the more I did it, the easier it became. Putting your weaknesses in the past (and showing that you took care of it) demonstrates that you are willing to change and grow. 4 of 6 So you've got a terrible boss. The interviewer doesn't need to know that. Plus, bashing a former boss is dangerous territory- interviewers can get freaked out that you'll do it about them if they hire you. Just
say yes and move on. 5 of 6 Why did you leave your job? Never complain or criticize something that has happened in the past at your job. Try saying something like, It's not a good fit and I want a new challenge. Then put it down. 6/6 How did you overcome the challenge at work? Don't be vague. Giving such a concrete example, I was given a giant project at the last minute. Then
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